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Leading through storytelling 
The leading players in any market must become masters of 

strategic storytelling in order to keep their competitive edge. Using 

video is the most effective way to connect with your audience, 

influence their behavior, and share your stories.



iconik is the cloud hub for all your video.  

A space for thinkers and storytellers to discover 

and be inspired, and to tell their own stories.



iconik is simple, powerful, and beautifully designed, giving everyone easy 

access to the building blocks of storytelling - from editors to CEOs. 



www.iconik.io

Media Management 
for everyone 
iconik makes sharing and collaborating on 

media effortless, regardless of geographic 

location. And thanks to advanced Artificial 

Intelligence, it is easier than ever to 

discover content.

http://www.iconik.io


www.iconik.io

Alignment in the 
storytelling process 
iconik makes it simple to share, review, 

approve, and edit videos, whether that be 

with other users within your platform or 

external stakeholders. 

Global collaboration made simple!



www.iconik.io

Control at your 
fingertips 
iconik is designed to be the single source 

of truth for media, allowing you to give 

access to everyone in the company, no 

matter their role. Detailed access controls 

enable you to define rights effectively for 

each individual user. 

It keeps your content safe, organized, and 

easy to access, wherever you are. 

Your assets, globally available, in a click!

http://www.iconik.io


www.iconik.io

Discovery 
With iconik, it is all about being able to easily 

navigate and discover the content housed in 

your library. The discovery view is not only an 

intuitive user experience, it also offers 

intelligent suggestions to support effective, 

relevant storytelling, such as trending topics, 

previous viewing patterns, and other 

recommendations.



www.iconik.io

Content intelligence 
iconik uses content intelligence to instantly 

add value to your assets.  

Video and images can be automatically tagged 

based on their content. It enables reviewing 

suggested tags and requesting approval on 

items. 

iconik can also integrate custom-trained video 

analysis solutions, adapted to your content and 

workflow.

http://www.iconik.io


www.iconik.io

Integrated editorial 
workflows 
Thanks to the Adobe® Premiere® Pro CC 

panel, video editors can integrate their 

entire story creation process in one 

workspace. Assets can be easily added to 

projects from iconik and rendered timelines 

exported to iconik.



www.iconik.io

Hybrid Cloud  
iconik has been natively built for the cloud, 

but can also manage your on-premise 

assets. 

This gives you a holistic view of all your 

assets, no matter where they live. 

http://www.iconik.io
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Media aggregation 
iconik can manage and aggregate content 

from on-premise storages. It can also be easily 

integrated with our Media Asset Management 

System, Cantemo Portal™. Leveraging Portal 

provides powerful media automation and 

management on-premise.  

The combined solution means you can use 

multiple Portals for specific workgroups’ 

needs, and extend that with iconik, providing 

a holistic view of all your assets with global 

collaboration and discovery.



{ api } 
{ webhooks } 

{ plugin blocks }

www.iconik.io

Integration 
iconik provides an open and 

programatically accessible framework. 

This allows leveraging existing investments 

to further streamline workflow, and 

customize iconik to meet your specific 

business needs.

http://www.iconik.io


iconik makes barriers obsolete, driving strategic 

storytelling and helping you, wherever you are, whatever 

your role is, to create your most iconik work ever. 




